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Julia Keleher was appointed as the Puerto Rico’s Secretary of 
Education and served to bring equity – better schools and better 
teaching – to the children of the island through turbulent political 
times and Hurricane Maria. Yet, she was arrested and indicted on 
federal charges in July of 2019. 

The National Council of Criminal Defense Lawyers, a highly 
respected organization with no direct interest in her case filed an 
amicus brief with the court. NACDL files amicus briefs in federal 
and state courts across the nation in those cases that present 
issues of importance to the criminal justice system as a whole.

Keys to Keleher's 
Motion to Dismiss 

Does not state an offense.

Questions  decisions.

Questions "motives".

Federal Overreach.
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The charges of Wire Fraud fail to meet the standards for such a charge. To meet a 

charge of wire fraud, there must be an intent to deprive someone of “money or 

property" This did not happen and indictment does not even allege Ms. Keleher had 

such an intent.

The indictment questions decisions Ms. Keleher made as Secretary of Education in 

selecting Department of Education vendors.  The indictment does not claim that the 

services were not needed or that the vendors selected failed to provide the services.  

In short, since regardless of which vendor was selected, DOE would have to have 

paid for the services, the indictment makes no case that DOE was deprived of 

money or property or services they paid for

The indictment questions Ms. Keleher’s motives for awarding contracts.  The Supreme 

Court has ruled that government cannot charge “honest services.” unless the public 

official received, or intended to receive, some monetary benefit (bribe, kickback, etc) in 

return for her action. The government does not allege Ms. Keleher benefited in any way 

from awarding these contracts

4. As the Secretary of Education, Ms. Keleher acted within her authority to 

exercise discretion with respect to regulatory and governance actions.   Awarding 

contracts by the head of an agency is a quintessential exercise of regulatory power, 

allocating the agency’s resources between various vendors who could have 

performed the services at issue. Agency officials should not be second guessed in 

decisions they make and their decisions turned into a federal crime if a prosecutor 

simply disagrees with how a vendor selection decision was made

“Julia Keleher is innocent, and the charges against her should be dismissed. 
As the motions we filed in court today make clear, there is not a single 

allegation in this case that anything Ms. Keleher did was motivated by a 
desire to benefit herself. We are hopeful that the Court will dismiss this 

unfair prosecution.” - DMRA Law


